
 Living Lv2e 

limited  
edition



The wireless revolution coninues with a feeling of vintage. Living LV2e  
Limited Edition is a study in cognac hand treated leather of absolutely  
best quality. The leather will just get more beautiful through the years.  
Our inspiration was old industrial feel, combined with the classic gentleman. 
LV2e Limited Edition will feel as much at home in an english library as in  
a minimal atelier. A speaker for those who seek that little extra in life.  
Technology of today packed in a feeling of eternity. When it comes to  
sound quality, handling and musicality, you will find the same appriciated 
features as in the awardwinning LV2e speaker.

With vintage  
treated  
leather in the  
best quality
Living LV2e Limited is only  
available in 200 pairs.  
Available in selected stores.



“lv2e limited edition Will 
feel as much at home  
in an english library  
as in a minimal atelier”



Done! 
Enjoy your  
music wirelessly3

2
Connect TX100  
transmitter  
to computer  
(or any other  
sound source)

1
Place your  
LV2e Limited  
anywhere you  
like and connect  
to power 

Wireless sound 
made easy

multiroom 
sound made easy
With channels (House Codes), you can establish three different wireless music 
networks in your home with different transmitters. Listen to different music at 
the same time in different rooms. You can add as many LV speakers or RX100 
receivers as you like within the range of the transmitter. Each channel can also 
be divided in up to 3 volume zones. Play at different levels in your livingroom, 
kitchen and bedroom. Volume is adjusted on all speakers in the network with LV 
remote. With the wireless extender WR200 you can extend your network longer, 
or help bypass difficult house conditions.

•	Add	as	many	Living	speakers	as	you	like	to	the	Audio	Pro	network

•	Play	music	at	different	volume	in	different	rooms	(zones)

•	Play	different	music	in	different	rooms



Specifications:
Type: Powered wireless loudspeaker system with DSP,  
2 way bass reflex cabinet.
Amplifier: 2 x 25W + 2 x 25 W (Class D).
Adaptive biquad coefficients for EQ and DRC filters.
Thermal and short-circuit protection.
High damping factor provides more accurate sound reproduction.
Tweeter: 1” soft dome
Woofer: aluminium 4.5”
Frequency range: 45 – 22.000 Hz
Crossover frequency: 4000 Hz (24dB/octave L/R)
Dimensions: H 210 mm, W 145 mm, D 180 mm

FEATuRES:
- Superior sound, tailor-made Class D amplifiers
- Built-in wireless receiver in each speaker
- 2x25 W Class D amplifier in each speaker
- Luxurious encasing in white or black leather
- Wireless full CD quality sound
- Remote control for master and zone volume
- Easy setup, get wireless music in seconds
- Range indoors: room to room up to 20 m
- Range indoors: same room up to 50 m
- Range open field: up to 100 m
- No interference or audible delays
- Works with both Mac and PC
- Plug and play, no software needed
- Flexible multiroom possibilities
- RF band: 2.4 GHz
- Sample rate: 48 kHz
- Dedicated proprietary protocol network



www.audiopro.com
www.facebook.com/audiopro


